The VUB AI-lab team is mainly interested in the two loosely linked aspects of on-board control and heterogeneity. One major e ort for fostering both aspects within RoboCup's small robots league is our development of a robot construction-kit, allowing to implement a wide range of players with on-board control. For the '99 competition, the existing RoboCube controller-hardware has been further improved. In addition, some solid and precise mechanical building-blocks were developed, which can easily be mounted on di erently shaped bottomplates. On top of these engineering e orts, we report here a computational inexpensive but efcient algorithm for motion-control including obstacle avoidance. Furthermore, we address the issue of increased di culties of coordinating multiple teams due to the possible variations based on heterogeneity, and we present how suitable schemes can be integrated within a framework exploiting on-board control.
Introduction
As we already pointed out in a contribution to RoboCup'98 BWB + 98], RoboCup is not laid out as a single event, but as a long-term process where robots, concepts, and teams co-evolve through iterated competitions. Within this process, we belief that two aspects are especially important, namely the exploitation of heterogeneous systems, and on-board control.
Heterogeneity is almost a kind of \natural" aspect of soccer systems. Body aspects as well a behavioral aspects are typically linked to trade-o s like for example speed versus strength. Thus, there are no generally optimal players, but only suited players for certain situations. Heterogeneity of a team, including a rich set of players on the bench, allows to adapt the set of players on the eld by substitutions much like in real soccer. Furthermore, diversity in the body features and behavioral aspects of the players plays an important role in the co-evolutionary process of iterated competitions, leading to constantly improving teams and scienti c insights.
On-board control is linked to heterogeneity in so far as it is desirable to have a kind of construction-kit, which allows to design a wide range of di erent types of robotplayers, including an easy implementation and change of motor and mechanical aspects as well as sensor systems. When using \string-puppets", i.e., radio-controlled toycars with o -board computation on a host, a support of a wide range of motor and sensor features is severely restricted due to bandwidth limitations.
But there is an additional reason for the signi cance of on-board control within the RoboCup framework. Namely, RoboCup is an ideal testbed for the investigation of Autonomous Systems, i.e., networked, embedded devices with physical interfaces in the form of sensors and actuators,having stand-alone capabilities. These type of devices have in a short time grown into a signi cant market and it will be one of the key technologies of the new millennium.
The paper is structured as follows. In section two, the progress on our construction-kit for robot-players is shortly described. Section three presents a computational inexpensive but very e cient algorithm for motion-control and obstacle-avoidance. The algorithm is based on a kind of potential eld with Manhattandistances. It computes for each cell on a grid the shortest distance to a given destination while avoiding obstacles. With a set of so-called virtual sensors, the grid can be used for reactive motion-control.
In section four, we discuss the problem of coordinating multiple heterogeneous teams where players on the eld can be substituted by di erent types of players on the bench. Common approaches, like e.g. interaction protocols with the expressive power of state machines, are doomed to fail due to the combinatorial explosion. Therefore, we investigate coordination schemes based on operational semantics, which allow an extremely compact and modular way of specifying team behaviors. The previously published Protocol Operational Semantics (POS) is a step in this direction. Here, we discuss how such powerful but computationally expensive means for coordination can be integrated within a framework with substantial exploitation of on-board control. We introduce a so-called \pares inter pares" coach, who resides on the same level as the players in the coordination hierarchy. Most of the time, the players decide completely on their own what to do based on their on-board control-program. Only occasionally the coach interferes as he has additional information about the capabilities of the players, giving useful recommendations of what to do.
Section ve concludes the paper.
2 The body aspects For RoboCup'98, the VUB AI-lab team focused on the development of a suited hardware architecture, which allows to implement a wide range of di erent robots. The basic features of this so-called RoboCube-system are described in BKW98]. For RoboCup'99, the system is further improved and extended.
In addition to improvements on the electronics and computational side, the mechanical approach for our robots has completely changed. Instead of using mechanical toy-kits like LEGO TM as we did in the previous competition, we developed a solid but still exible solution based on metal components.
Keeping the basic philosophy of construction-kits, a \universal" building block is used for the drive ( gure 1) of the robots. The drive can be easily mounted onto differently shaped metal bottom-plates, forming the basis for di erent body-forms like the one shown in gure 2. The motor-units in the drive exist with di erent ratios for the planetary gears, such that several trade-o s for speed versus torque are possible.
Other components, like e.g. shooting-mechanisms and the RoboCube, are added to the bottom-plate in a piled- Figure 2 : A forward-type robot. The mechanical setup of the robot-players is based on a piled-stack approach such that di erent components, such as shootingmechanisms and the RoboCube, can easily be added. stack-approach, i.e., four threaded rods allow to attach several layers of supporting plates.
3 On-board control Based on these engineering e orts, it is now possible to implement quite some di erent types of robots with onboard control capabilities. But to actually use them, two major issues have to be solved, namely the software implementation of on-board control with the limited computational means of the RoboCube and the coordination of the multiple team con gurations due to the possible variations based on heterogeneity.
In this section, the on-board control is discussed. For a general discussion of this issue, the interested reader is referred to BKW99].
For the RoboCup'99 team, we signi cantly increased the amount of processing, which is actually taking place on the robots. In addition to the basic control of driving and shooting, the complete motion-planning and simple strategies are computed on the robots themselves.
Especially the motion planning, including obstacle avoidance, is with most common approaches rather computationally expensive. We developed a potential eld algorithm based on Manhattan-distances. Given a destination and a set of arbitrary obstacles, the algorithm computes for each cell of a grid the shortest distance to the destination while avoiding the obstacles ( gure 3). Thus, the cells can be used as gradients to guide the robot. The algorithm is very fast, namely linear in the number of cells.
The algorithm is inspired by Bir96], where shortest Manhattan distances between identical pixels in two pictures are used to estimate the similarity of images.
The basic principle of the algorithm is region-growing based on a FIFO queue. At the start, the grid-value of the destination is set to Zero and it is added to the queue. While the queue is not empty, a position is dequeued and its four neighbors are handled, i.e., if their grid-value is not known yet, it is updated to the current distance plus One, and they are added to the queue.
For the experiments done so far, the resolution of the motion-grid is set to 1cm. As illustrated in gure 4, the potential-eld is not computed for the whole soccereld to save computation time. Given a robot position pos and a destination dest, the eld is restricted in the x-direction to the di erence of pos and dest plus two safety-margins which allow to move around obstacles to reach the destination. The motion-grid is used as follows for our soccerrobots. The global vision detects all players, including opponents and the ball, and broadcasts this information to the robots. Each robot computes on-board a destination depending on its strategies. Then, each robot computes its motion-grid. In doing so, all other robots are placed on the grid as obstacles.
Robots have so-called virtual sensors to sample a motion-grid as illustrated in gure 5. The sensor values are used to calculate a gradient for a shortest path The sensor values can be used to compute a gradient for the shortest path to the destination, which can be easily used in a reactive motion-control.
to the destination, which is ideal for a reactive motion control of the robot. In doing so, dead-reckoning keeps track of the robot's position on the motion-grid.
Of course, the reactive control-loop can only be used for a limited amount of time for two main reasons. First, obstacles move, so the motion-grid has to be updated. Second, dead-reckoning su ers from cumulative errors. Therefore, this loop is aborted as soon as new vision information reaches the robot, which happens several times per second, and a new reactive controller based on a new motion-grid is started.
Team coordination and heterogeneity
As mentioned before, heterogeneity is an important feature for soccer with human players as much as with robot players. It is the main basis for adaptability of a team, either to di erent opponent teams within a tournament, or to the general progress of a particular game, or to very momentary situations. Heterogeneity within soccer can range from high-level roles of players in a team like forward or defender, down to di erent body features covering a wide-range of physical trade-o s like e.g. speed versus torque.
Straightforward approaches to team coordination with the expressive power of nite state automata are doomed to fail under such wide ranges of heterogeneity due to the combinatorial explosion of states. Therefore, we investigate coordination schemes based on operational semantics, which allow an extremely compact and modular way of specifying team behaviors. One step in this direction is the Protocol Operational Semantics (POS), an interaction protocol based on abstract data-types and pattern matching capabilities. So far, it has only been tested 24 Here, we focus on the question how this approach can be integrated with a substantial exploitation of on-board control. The problem is that the expressive power of operational semantics is bought at the price of computational power. POS for example is implemented in Pizza OW97], a super-set of Java. A solution for this problem is a kind of additional player in form of a \pares inter pares" coach. This coach resides not above the other players in a coordination hierarchy, but resides on the same level ( gure 6). The position information from the global vision is broadcasted to all players and the coach. Most of the time, all robot players individually decide what to do, based on their onboard computations. Only on rare occasions, the coach interferes as he has more background information available than the players.
To illustrate this idea, let us assume there are two heterogeneous robots of type A and A 0 , with rather limited di erences and which can be substituted against each other in the team. Both can simply run the same onboard control program, deciding most of the time the actions of the player. Only in situations when the di erence plays a role, the coach interferes and provides additional information, recommending alternative actions to the player.
Conclusion
The paper deals with the loosely linked aspects of heterogeneity and on-board control and how both aspects can be achieved and exploited within the RoboCup small robots league.
On the engineering side, some further progress on the RoboCube system is presented, which is a kind of construction-kit suited to implement a wide range of different player robots. Especially, the mechanical set-up of the current system is signi cantly improved. Previously, toy-kits like LEGO TM have been used for this purpose. Now, solid components are used, such as a drive building-block which can be mounted on di erently shaped bottom-plates.
Furthermore, an algorithm for on-board motioncontrol is introduced, which allows reactive movements towards a destination while doing obstacle-avoidance. The algorithm is based on a kind of potential eld with Manhattan-distances. It computes for each cell on a grid the shortest distance in time linear in the number of cells. So-called virtual sensors are used to sample the grid. From their values, a gradient is computed and followed. For our soccer-robots, the position on the grid is determined with dead-reckoning. This is of course only possible for a short amount of time as obstacles move and errors accumulate. But a second, slower control-loop with global vision data constantly resets and updates the motion-control.
A consequent exploitation of heterogeneity can substantially harden the task of coordinating robot-teams. Therefore, powerful means like operational semantics are needed to specify team behaviors in a compact and modular way. We introduce a way to integrate such powerful but computationally expensive methods within a framework which heavily uses on-board control. A \pares inter pares" coach, who can reside on a much more powerful machine than the robot-players, interferes only on rare occasions with the on-board decision of the players, for example to tackle minor di erences between player-types that are not covered in the on-board strategies.
